GUIDELINES FOR THE PREPARATION OF LATEX MANUSCRIPTS IN
EDITORIAL MANAGER

1. Pre-Submission Checklist
a. LaTeX submissions should include all of the necessary files needed to
compile the manuscript. This should include all .sty, .bst, and .tex files as
well as any additional files referenced in the main LaTeX document
For example, \usepackage{natbib} would require the inclusion of the
natbib.sty file you used to compile the manuscript on your local system.

b. Use a flat directory structure. Ancillary LaTeX files, figures and tables
must be on the same directory level as the main LaTeX file. The use of
subdirectories is not permissible.

An example of a correctly referenced file \epsfig{figure=f1.eps}
An example of an incorrectly referenced file \epsfig{figure=images/f1.eps}
c. Scientific Word users should export their TeX files as "Portable Latex
Document" while saving their .TeX files. This portable format makes
the file work on almost all TeX-pdf converters.
2. Troubleshooting
a. If your LaTeX submission fails to compile properly a log file is
generated that may reveal the problem(s). Review the log of the PDF to
see if an error message is available. The log file will look similar to the
information below.

b. If you have used a style file that is not available on the servers, the error
message in the built PDF log file will alert you to the missing file(s)

LaTeX Error: File ‘harvard.sty’ not found.
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To fix this problem include the missing style file with your manuscript
submission in Editorial Manager and re-build the PDF.

c. Ancillary LaTeX files, figures and tables must be on the same directory
level as the main LaTeX file. The use of subdirectories is not
permissible.

correctly referenced file, \epsfig{figure=f1.eps}
incorrectly referenced file, \epsfig{figure=images/f1.eps}
d. LaTeX submissions using BibTeX to process references must include
the “.bib” and “.bbl” files. Editorial Manager cannot generate the
references without both files. If the files are not available the references
will appear as question marks (?). Please make sure that your
bibliography is not being referenced in a subdirectory and that it is
named correctly.

If you are having problems referencing the external .bbl file we suggest
that you process the BibTeX file on your local machine and copy the
results into your TeX file before uploading it to Editorial Manager.

Run LaTeX on your LaTeX files
Run BibTeX on your LaTeX file
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Open the new .bbl file containing the reference list and copy all
the contents into your main LaTeX file
Comment out the old \bibliographystyle and \bibliography
commands

